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S.G.A. Senate Looks Into
Possible Censorship
By Vanessa J. DiSimone
Sandspur

"Congressshall make no law
respecting an establishment of
religion, or prohibiting the free
exercise thereof; or abridging
the freedom of speech, or ofthe
press, or the right ofthe people
peaceably to assemble, and to
petition the Government for a
redress of grievances. " - First

Amendment ofthe U.S. Constitution
The First Amendment grants
American citizens many basic,
fundamental liberties, one of
these being freedom ofthe press.
On Thursday, September 22,
1994 this freedom was possibly
brought into question involving
the publication of an edition of
the Sandspur.
A few weeks ago a flier was

placed in the mailboxes of
Rollins Students by the Office
of Student Activities and Leadership Programs stating: "It
wholeheartedly supports Freedom of the Press and the role of
student media on the College
Campus." The notice explained
announcement explaining such
problems. After reading it, if
you thought to yourself what's
going on here?, you are not

alone. During the two weeks the
Sandspur did not come out in
late September, the rumor mill,
as it always does, was running
at full steam. What caused this
sudden disappearance of the
campus newspaper and better
yet what prompted the Office of
Student Activities to print and
distribute such a flier to all
Rollins students?
Part of this question was answered by an article in the fifth
issue of the Sandspur (William
Bingham's "Computer Problems Ground Sandspur") citing
computer failure and confusion
over which campus entity is supposed to address such problems
as the cause for the cancellation
ofthe newspaper's fourth issue.
The "confusion", however,
stated in the Office of Student
Activities and Leadership Programs notice over the printing
of the announcement the Sandspur attempted to distribute to
all students informing them of
the cancellation of the fourth
issue still remained. It is this
"confusion" that concerned
S.G.A. Senators Peter Behringer
and Gregory Mullins. Why had
the Sandspur been prevented
from printing its mini edition in
the form of an announcement
and distributing it toRollins students?
Senators Behringer and
Mullins felt that this matter
should be looked into and cosponsored a Senate resolution
to achieve this purpose. The
resolution states: "On Thursday,
September 22 an edition of the
See "Senate" - Page 2
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Despite Obstacles, "Safe
Walk" off the Ground
By Vanessa J. DiSimone
Sandspur

With midterms fast approaching, research papers piling up,
and senior-thesis work taking
shape, it's no wonder that many
students will be working in title
library until the wee hours ofthe

morning. Along with those late
night study sessions comes an
Increasing concern- of campus
safety. After all, who wants to
walk the grounds alone in the
middle of the night to get from
the library to adorm room? Well,
students, it's time to relieve
those fears! S.G.A.. l.F.C. and

the Pan Hellenic Council have
created a new program called
Safe Walk which will work in
conjunction with the existing
campus safety escort service.
Safe Walls consists of volunteer students who will provide
See "Safe Walk" - Page 2
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Safe Walk
From Page 1
escorts to and from any area ofthe Rollins
campus (all parking lots, Greek houses
dorms, etc.) on Sundays through Thursdays from 10 p.m. until 2 a.m. This new
service will begin in the upcoming weeks
using the Olin Library as its base (thanks
to Dr. Grant's generosity).
in the initial stages, members ofthe six
fraternities and sororities here at Rollins
will be volunteering as student escorts.
However, all Rollins' students Greek or
not, are encouraged to volunteer by contacting either S.G.A., I.F.C., or the Pan
Hellenic Council. Four to six escorts will
be available every night, each safe walk
comprised of one female sorority member and one male fraternity member for
each person requesting assistance. If a
student is in need of an escorts he/she can
call Campus Safety at extension 2401
and they will in turn notify the Safe Walk
escorts in the library. Eventually the
program will get its own extension.
The goal of Safe Walk is quite obvious
- to create a safer atmosphere on the
Rollins campus. "This program will, in
essence, help revive the burden of Campus Safety by assisting them in answering calls requesting escorts every week.

Safe Walk also will provide extra eyes
and ears on campus which will ultimately lead to an overall increased safety
of both students and staff," said S.G.A.
Vice President Creighton Knight.
Two years ago, a program much like
Safe Walk was first instituted on campus. Due to the fact that students were
not taking advantage of the service and
the volunteers were not receiving any
calls requesting escorts, the program was
ultimately dissolved. Last year, however, a heightened sense of the importance of campus safety was realized by
many Rollins students. This was due, in
part, to a shooting in front of Thomas
Sweets on Park Avenue near
Christmastime and rumors of assault and
rape on campus. "We received 300 calls
requesting an escort during the last school
year, approximately 5-6 calls per week,"
stated Bob Driscoll, director of Campus
Safety. It is this increasing concern for
safety on behalf of the students that led to
the creation of Safe Walk.
Implementing and working out the
details of the program has not had its lack
of obstacles, however. The greatest of
these problems involves obtaining a golf
cart to provide a quick and efficient
means of transporting students from place
to place. The facilities management department is in possession of golf carts

that are currently not m use on campus.
Over the summer, S.G.A. and I.F.C. made
an official written request to Lou Morel,
Vice President and Treasurer of Rollins,
in order to obtain permission to use one
of the carts for Safe Walk *s escorts. The
matter was presented to the President's
Staff and a decision was made denying
the use of the golf cart, citing past incidents of vandalism to the carts and liability purposes as grounds for denial. "The
people of the Greek organizations are
putting a good step forward to show
they're a viable aspect of the community
by being willing to provide these campus
safety services. It's disheartening to know
that the administration is not supporting
thorn in their efforts, not even giving any
suggestions of other avenues to take to
solve this problem," said Knight. Kurt
Wells, President of l.F.C, was also outraged with the decision. "I think they
should have given us a chance to prove
that this is a service oriented program
and not a booze cruise."
The office of the Vice President and
Treasurer declined to comment on the
situation citing the decision made was a
collective one of the President's Staff
and not solely their office. Therefore,
they did not find it appropriate to snake
a statement on behalf of the President's
Staff. The ramifications of this decision
.^
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made by the President's Staff goes beyond simply denying the use of the golf
cart and hindering the efficiency of Safe
Walk. Currently, S.G.A. and l.F.C. are
appealing to the Provost to overturn the
decision. Butif the appeal doesnotprove
successful, the last case scenario will be
tQ buy a golf cart to assist in student
escorts. "Golf carts can cost anywhere
up to $2,000, $2,000 that S.G.A., I.F.C,
and Pan Hellenic had planned to donate
to Habitat for Humanity," said Wells.
Student government and the Greek
Community are extremely excited about
working together on getting Safe Walk
off the ground, despite obstacles such as
the golf cart situation. "This is definitely
a good partnership - one that I would like
to see in other areas in the future," asserted Knight.
The forces behind Safe Walk are hopeful that the program will be a success.
They stress that this can only happen
with the involvement of Rollins students
by both volunteering as escorts and requesting the assistance of escorts. "I
urge people to use the service and I
encourage groups on campus to put their
name on the line and get involved by
signing up to help. We all need to take
part in this community service in order to
ensure the safety and betterment of our
campus," said Wells.
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" C R E F Stock Account
**CREF Bond Market Account . .
**CREF Social Choice Account .
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ISN'T IT NICE WHEN
THE EXPERTS DISCOVER SOMETHING
YOU'VE KNOWN ALL ALONG.

O

ver 1.6 million people in education and
research k n o w that choosing TIAA-CREF
was a smart move. And now everyone else does
too. Because Morningstar—one of the nation s
leading sources of variable annuity and mutual
fund information—has some stellar things to say
about our retirement investment accounts.
"TMv'oontftetaM* combination of
gtiffttk and. return has named the CREF
V Stock Account a ton-star rating."*
•mmmmmmmmmmmmmm

After studying CREF's performance history.
Morningstar gave five-stars-its highest r a t i n g to both the C R E F Stock and Bond Market
Accounts, and an impressive four-stars to the
C R E F Social Choice Account** In fact, the
CREF Stock Account was singled out as having
"...one ofthe best 10-year records among variable

annuities."*** O f course, past performance is n o
guarantee of future results.
- ~ . C R p r» W « t > d *way tfcn cheapest
v»fintnn annuity outjthere.*

Morningstar also called attention to C R E F s
"...rock-bottom" f e e s - s o m e t h i n g that can really
add to the size of y o u r nest-egg down the road.
What's more. TIAAs traditional a n n u i t y which offers guaranteed principal and interest
plus the opportunity for d i v i d e n d s - w a s cited
as having the highest fixed account interest rate
among all annuities in its class.
We're happy to accept Morningstars glowing
ratings. But nice as it is to focus on stars, we'll
keep focusing on something more down-to-earth
bmldmg the financial future you want and deserve.
I«>r more information about our Morningstar
rating, or TIAA-CREF. jus. call 1 8 0 0 8-42-2776

Ensuring the future
for those w h o shape it.3
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C A M P U S SAFETY
Well, I can see that some of the subtle
messages that I try to convey through this
column are not quite, getting through to
some people as there was once again a
physical altercation on campus this week.
Really guys, enough is enough, I think that
by now we've all established home ground
and we don't need to start little "turf wars,"
we're all part of a larger and higher educated community; this stuff should be left
in high school.
There were 14 reported incidents this
week, once again... you know, I'm Linda
getting tired of having to tell you that the
number of reported incidents has gone up
EVERY WEEK, so I'm not going to do it
this time! There was 1 simple battery and
I petit theft of an auto license plate; a quick
reminder that students should periodically
check their vehicles for damage or theft of
items as well as ensuring that equipment
on your vehicle is functioning properly
(i.e.- headlights, brakelights, etc.), if you
should find or suspect something wrong
with your vehicle give us a call. There were
3 reported incidents of prank/harassing
telephone calls, for those of you that think
this kind of thing is funny you should be
aware that calls made on/to this campus
can be traced, so you should probably find
a different way to keep yourself entertained, try reading a book. There was 1
trespass warning issued which required
police involvement and 1 minor traffic
accident. There was 1 fire alarm activation
(at 3am!) and 1 false burglar alarm activation. There were 2 student illnesses and 2
student injuries reported. We really need

to talk about injuries, it *s really necessary
to stay as calm as possible when reporting
an injury to either Campus Safety or the
city 911 system. In a student injury this
past week I took a call from a student that
went something like this:
Caller: Hurry! Someone fell down the
stairs and hurt her ankle!
CS: O.K. Where?
Caller: urn ... Ward hall
CS: O.K. Where exactly?
Caller: WARD HALL!
Well, we finally found out where the
injured student was and got the situation
taken care of, fortunately the student
wasn't seriously injured but you can see
the necessity of remaining calm, especially if the injury is serious and time is a
critical factor. One other thing about this
situation, somewhere between the call to
911 and the actual dispatch to the rescue
units the number of stairs that the student
had fallen down went from 20 steps to 20
flights of stairs. One of the paramedics
commented that he rushed to the call just
out of curiosity of what someone looked
like after falling down 20 flights of stairs,
pretty morbid huh? Special thanks to:
Carlynna, Rebecca, Jessica, and Andrew
(HM supreme!) for that one!
One last thing, if anyone lost a ring or
a watch recently please give the Campus
Safety office a call. That's all for this
week, keep a smile on your face and stay
safe.

f

Compiled from Associated Press Wire Reports
JAPANESE Q.UAKE - (Tokyo) - The injury toll in last
Tuesday's earthquake in Japan is nearly 200, All of the
injured are on the northern
island of Hokkaido, where the
powerful undersea quake was
A hospital in the

reports most of the injuries
are slight ones, from broken
glass or failing objects. The
city also has flooded streets
and no power. The quake's
preliminary reading was at
least seven-point-nine— the
strongest in Japan in a quarter century*
(Moscow) - Russia says NEW LIFE TO MILITARY
Tuesday's powerful earth- TECHNOLOGY - (Capitol
quake off Japan has killed 16 Hill)- Defense and health depeople in the Kuril Islands.
partment officials say technology invented to kill can
save the lives of cancer paNO APPARENT LINK BE- tients. Defense experts went
TWEEN HAIR COLOR AND before a House subcommitC E R T A I N C A N C E R S - tee today to talk about giving
(Washington)Researchers military technology in the
at Harvard say despite ear- post-Cold War era a new job.
lier studies suggesting other- Martin Marietta Co. officials
wise, they have found no evi- told lawmakers they're worklat long-term use of ing with a Denver medical
hair dye ca uses certain types company to turn a military
of cancer. This is based on a targeting system into a mato
analyze
14-year s tudy of nearly c h i n e
mammograms.
Deputy
as100.000 w<
sistant health secretary Dr.
Susan Blumenthal says the
project is the most cost-efficient way to boost the efforts
to detect breast cancer early.
TALKS - (Washington)Irish nationalist leader Gerry She says that if the Hubble
Adams wants the British tc telescope can spot craters on
begin talking peace now. The Mars, we should be able to
head of the pro- LR.A. Sinn spot small breast tumors that
Fein party made his remarks are "risht in front of us."
at the National Press Club in
Washington. The speech
came one day after President COLORADO TO APPEAL
Clinton rewarded Sinn Fein's RULING ON ANTI-GAY
support of a cease-fire in RIGHTS AMENDMENT Northern Ireland by lifting a (Denver)- Colorado's attor20-year ban on official U.S. ney general will ask the U.S.
contacts with the group. The Supreme Court to uphold an
Sein Fein leader, who will be anti-gay rights measure. The
meeting with administration Colorado justices rejected the
officials during his U.S. visit, ballot initiative known as
said he believes the British Amendment Two. Voters apare trying to slow the mo- proved the measure in 1992
mentum toward peace talks. to bar state and local governHe said U.S. p r e s s u r e is ments from passing laws proneeded to get the process tecting homosexuals from discrimination. ' The state says
going.
the initiative constitutes a
valid exercise of state power
NEW STUDY ON COFFEE under the U.S. Constitution.
ADDICTION - (Chicago) - But the state Supreme Court
Medical research confirms says it singles out one form of
that caffeine acts like a drug discrimination and keeps victhat can cause dependence. tims from using political proResearchers say they identi- cesses to set problems right.
fied traits in chronic caffeine An attorney with Lambda
consumers that are akin to Defense a n d E d u c a t i o n
the ones shown by alcoholics Fund—a gay rights group—
or drug addicts. Psychiatrists says the ruling is a "decisive
identify addiction by a d u s - affirmation" of homosexual
ter of traits. The study found rights.
V*V.4.A\w>

wm^m&£
=ASHION VILLAGE 8

Fashion Village 8 introduces a
new program to highlight the
best in Art and Alternative film.
For more information: call
896-7795, or stop by the theatre
at 735 Herndon Avenue.

that some coffee drinkers had
enough of the traits to qualify
as chemically d e p e n d e n t .
They say that previously, only
one addictive trait, physical
dependency, was well-documented* But one researcher
says addiction is still not
worth worrying about— unless the person has other
medical problems that caffeine can worsen. The Johns
Hopkins study is in "The Journal of the American Medical
Associati
on."
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Computers
From P a g e 1
class programs. For example, students
from Accounting and Statistics some of
their assignments directly on the computers.
The computers are more than just educational aids. They also allow students
to connect into computer systems across
the country. Through VAXnet, students

can receive and send E-mail, talk to
people via computer, and even gain information on a variety of topics on the
Interned Yes, that's right. The information highway has reached Rollins. For
now, there is limited access to Internet
programs, but in the near future, Rollins
will be equipped with even more facilities.
AD Rollins students, faculty, and staff
are eligible for VAXnet accounts. To
obtain an account and an E-mail address,

an application form must be filled out am - midnight, Monday through Thursfrom the Computer Services office lo- day, 8:30 am to 9:00 pm, Friday, 3:00 pm
cated in the basement of Bush. Once an to 9:00 pm, Saturday, and 3:00 pm to
account is set up, VAXnet can be ac- midnight, Sundays. It is regularly staffed
cessed from the Bush Computer Center by students at night and on the weekends
or from personal computers that have for computer assistance and can be called
modems. Directdialing to the Bush Com- at x2655. Computer Service hours are
puter Center at 2225, for 1200 baud 8:30 am - 5:00 pm, Monday through
modems, or 2336, for 2400+ modems, Friday, and can be contacted at x2748.
will gain access to the Rollins VAXnet With all of these services, you should
have no problem finishing that English
system.
Lit
paper.
Bush Computer Center is open 8:30

Who says you're coming to anything. Heck, you're already here. And not a minute too soon. You're more concerned

WHAT'S THE YOUNGER
GENERATION COMING TO?
about the earth's environment.

About

world hunger. About

drugs. The economy. And you want

change

Thank goodness you don't expect it through osmosis. You've come of age. We think you deserve the rite of passage.
John Reasor
College Student
Age: Twenty-two

10

MINUTES

FREE
LONG

DISTANCE

C A L L I N G
W H E N YOU O P E N A

S T U D E N T

PASS

AGE

A C C O U N T .

PASSAGE. The account relationship from AmSouth designed around th» , •
r
n a n a a l
check writing, free unlimited William Teller ATM transactions O
H r ^
a t t e n t i o n to your personal financial n e e d s and n o m n n r h l '
,Protectlon*

conce
a

™ s of college students. Unlimited
Personal bankcard,**loan d i s c o u n t s ,

. - « - * „„15 P * ^ ,,s wh„ i, . i ^ S S S S E * - - A M S O U T H BANK
'^r^^^s^Bm^^^^^mm^nmi

l H E

RELATIONSHIP

PEOPLE

auahfied student upphcants or Wth a qualified parent's signature. No annual hankcard fee for the first year.

n n n b e r 1 3 , 1994
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Take Kaplan and
get a higher score...
LSAT

GMAT

10-13-94

11-5-94

GRE

MCAT

10-13-94

10-12-94

Classes starting now at Rollins
and also at other Orlando locations. 1-20 certified:

1-800-KAP-TEST

KAPLAN
The Answer to the test question

VH-1 to Host a
Rockin Golf
Tournament
BY S A R A H
Sandspur

VELOCITY

New York, NY, September 21,1994 VH-I will host "FAIRWAY TO
HEAVEN," a celebrity-filled pro-am
tournament teaming musical artists with
renowned PGA golfers for an 18 hole
tournament at Walt Disney World's
Magnolia golf course in Lake Buena
Vista, Florida, October 9 and 10, it was
announced today by John Sykes, President, VH-I.
Among the artists participating in
FAIRWAY TO HEAVEN are: Alice
Cooper, Amy Grant; Vince Gill; Richie
Sambora, Tico Torres and David Bryan

"^Writing is easy. Just put a sheet of paper
in the typewriter and start bleeding!1
-Thomas 'Wolfe

Let the Writing Center Help!
Our trained consultants can work with ALL subjects, ALL kinds of papers, at
ALL stages of the writing process, from invention to revision. Even if you
haven't written anything yet, you can come to the Writing Center to discuss
different approaches to the assignment.
Our Fall 1994 Hours;
M-Th 10:OOa - lhOOp
Fr 10:OOa- Z:OOp
Sa 11:00a- hOOp
Su hOOp - lhOOp
Call H250B for an appointment, or Just
stop by Mills 2nd floor!

We have computers, tool
Computer Hours:
M-Th 8:50a • HOOp
Fr 8:30a - 2tOOp
SalLOOa- hOOp
Su hOOa - U.-OOp
Bring a 33" or 323" doubt* density dlak. along with your copy
of Writing with WordParfact SJ (avallabla In boohstora).

from Bon Jovi; Mike Mills and Bill Berry
from R.E.M.; Todd Nichols from Toad
the Wet Sprocket; Karl Muller and Grant
Younger from Soul Asylum; Eric Kretz
from Stone Temple Pilots; and Pearl
Jam's Mike McReady. Professional golfers participating in the pro-am tournament include: U.S. Open champions
Payne Stewart and Scott Simpson, Gary
McCord, Tom Purtzer, Hal Sutton, Robert Gamez, Rocco Mediate,LPGA standout Deborah McHaffe Vidal, Steve Pate,
Dennis Paulson and recently turned professional Jill McGill.
On Monday, October 10, 18 teams
consisting of musical artists and pro golfers will compete in a shotgun style tourney, with a total of $70,000 donated to
the charity of choice by the winning
team. The entire golf tournament will
take place at the Magnolia golf course
located on Walt Disney World Resort
property.
"With so many avid golfers in the
music business, we wanted to put together a fun event to match up the pros
with artists, advertising executives and
cable industry executives, and raise
money for charity," said Sykes. "This is
a terrific opportunity for VH-1 to host a
weekend of great golf, unbeatable music
and do some good, all at the same time."
In addition to the Celebrity Pro-Am,
VH-I will be presenting a private concert
for the event's attendees featuring performances by chart-topper Sheryl Crow,
Freedy Johnston and Hootie and the
Blowfish. Taking place on Pleasure
Island's West End Stage at Walt Disney
World, the concert will be taped and air
on VH-I November 19 and 20 (airtimes
TBD).
In addition to the concert special, VH1 will produce a specially-packaged
weekend revolving around the golf tournament, featuring a Top 10 Countdown
program and a onehour highlight special
documenting all the birdies, eagles and
bogies made by the celebrities.

find out October 21, 22, 26-30
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THE
MYSTERY...

IS

Coming!
BY

BOB

DOBBOLINA

Sandspur Contributer

This uncivilized and vulgar romp through the streets of Cloisterham, England takes
you on a bawdy encounter with interactive theatre. 'The Mystery of Edwin Drood",
was adapted from a mystery novel whose author, Mr. Charles Dickens, died prior to
his works end. When our actors reach this point in our play, when Dickens' pen ran
dry, they will ask you, the devoted audience, to vote upon key elements regarding the
outcome ofthe plot. Magically, our talented impromptu cast, will go to great theatrical lengths to meet this supreme challenge: to contrive an ending in accordance to your
specifications!
We are carried through the play with the assistance of the witty and tasteless Chairman, (brought to life by the talents of senior Christopher Fitzgerald) who invites us
all to "kick off your boots, loosen your corsets... and enjoy yourselves" So gentlemen, come prepared to be seduced by the Opium Den Queen, Princess Puffer (Megan
Morrison, '98); or swept off your feet by the beautiful ingenue Miss Rosa Bud (Meredith Ingelsby, '97); or entranced by the mystic ofthe middle eastern temptress Helena
(Kimberly Adams, '98). And dear ladies, try not to control your fascination with the obvious villain John Jasper (Jeff Dattilo, *96); or Helena's impulsive brother Seville
(Paul Casiglione,'96).
When young Edwin Drood (Allison Snyder, '97), who is engaged to marry Rosa Bud, mysteriously disappears... everyone becomes a suspect. So Watch Your Back as
the town drunk Curdles, (Ryan Hull, '96) comes stumbling down the aisle; or as Buzzard, (Sean StJohn, '97) the underrated actor, comes bounding toward the spotlight;
and what about the Reverend Crisparkle? (Bill Klear,'97). All of these bizarre characters are laid before you to choose from. Come join us upon the Annie Russell stage,
October 21,22, 26-30, as we take an active role in the outcome of this unsolved mystery. Come more than once, the plot is yours to control.
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Sandspur

On Thursday, October 20, Seminole
Community College will play host to the
Navy Band Orlando Jazz Ensemble, at
seven thirty in the evening. This event
will be held in the Concert Hall of the
Fine Arts Building on the campus, 100
Weldon Boulevard, Sanford. The public
is cordially invited and admission is free.
The Jazz Ensemble is comprised of
highly talented and professional Navy
musicians, all graduates of the Armed
Forces School of Music in Norfolk, Virginia. Their versatility and flexibility
enable the band to perform musical styles
ranging from the Big Band period to
today's contemporary jazz band literature, featuring both vocal and instrumental soloists. Guest soloist for this
concert will be a local talent, vocalist
Linda Cole.
Navy Bands Orlando, including the
Jazz Ensemble, are under the direction
of Lieutenant Commander John R. Pastin.
Commander Pastin is a native of
McKeesport, Pennsylvania, and has been
an instrumentalist and featured performer
with Navy bands since 1968. Various
assignments and promotions within the
Navy band structure have brought him
through the ranks of Assistant Director
ofthe Navy's premiere organization, the
United States Navy Band in Washington, D. C. to full directorship of Navy
Bands, Orlando. His academic credentials include a Bachelor's degree from
the State University of New York and a
Master's degree from Northwestern
University. Commander Pastin resides
in Oviedo and is an adjunct faculty member at Seminole Community College
where he currently directs the Evening
Jazz Ensemble.

Looking for a good exchange rate to
study abroad next semester?

3.75 GPA and u p = $ l 500 Scno.ar.hIp
3.50 GPA a n d ^ p a $ l , 0 0 0 Scho.arsh.p
Study abroad grants based on need also available.
F l o r e t it**, S y r a c u s e Un| versity sponsors study abroad sites in
Florence, Italy
London, England.
Harare, Zimbabwe
Madrid, Spain
Strasbourg. France
SU credit • Held trips/Traveling seminars • Internships - Study for a semester, year or summer
Courses taught In English and in host country language

SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY
D.V.S.0N o, ,NTERNATI0NAL P « o o ^ A

i

Euc|jd A v e n u e i V y r I c u s e . New York 1 3 2 4 4 ^ 7 0

1-800-235-3472 • 315-443-3471
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Walt Disney World
ork part-time
at Disney and we'll
make sure our
schedule makes
the grade.
If you're a student, you already
have full-time classes and a full-time
social life. So how in the world can
you hold down a part-time job?
It's no problem if you work at
WALT DISNEY WORLD* Resort.
Because our part-time hours are
designed to fit just about any schedule. Need your mornings free? Arc
weekends best? Just tell us when you
want to work and we'll do the rest.
And get this, as a part-time cast
member you're entitled to a lot of
exclusive Disney benefits - including
free admission to the parks and
merchandise discounts.
Year-round part-time jobs are
available right now for attractions,
food & beverage, and dozens of
other positions. So go ahead. Do
all the things you want to do. You
can still help make dreams come
true part-time at WALT DISNEY
WORLD* Resort.
To apply, visit the
Employment and
Casting Center,
Monday-Friday, from
:30am-4:OOpm. Take
1-4 to the Disney Village
Exit (26B) and follow
the signs.

Put a little Disney
i n your life*
S ^ — I O > H H « B H | Fwpliyir

Walt Disney World

I

J

COME WATCH
A LIVE TAPING
OF MTV'S NEWj
SHOW "SANDBLASTED"!

Oa. 12T4I - HOV. 4T41! J W t O U
] \ m i (411 (407) 924-QQC0

Mark Two Theater to
Perform Kismet
BY TANYA
Sandspur

DANNALLY

Our last offering of the Fall Series of 1994 is the fabulous musical Kismet. This
musical has never been performed at The Mark Two Dinner Theater and has only
appeared in Orlando once before in professional theater. It is the product of Charles
Lederer and Luther Davis who adapted the play from a book by Edward Knoblock.
The music by Robert Wright and George Forrest was taken from themes by
Alexander Borodin. The result of many years of collaborative work brought to the
stage one of the most memorable feasts for eyes and ears ever presented. The story
of Kismet is a fanciful one, full of romance, danger and adventure . A poet happens
upon a Baghdad mosque and accepts alms in the name of Hajj, the beggar. A
fortunate mistake in identity until the desert thief Jawan has him kidnapped for a
curse placed upon him by the real Hajj. But the new Hajj talks his way out of torture
and death and receives 100 pieces of gold to find the dying Jawan's lost son.
Meanwhile, the ruthless Wazir of Police has sent his wife, Lalume, to the land of
Ababu to obtain a loan. The gold has been granted on the condition that the Wazir
use his influence to arrange a high ranking marriage for the three primitive Princesses
of Ababu to no less than the Caliph. The handsome Caliph, weary of the flock of
royal females trying to proclaim themselves worthy to wine, spots the poet's
daughter, Marsinah, in the Bazaar of the Caravans and follows her into a garden
where he pretends to be the gardener. But, their meeting is brief because the Caliph
must attend to affairs of state. After sentencing his father to death, the Wazir is about
to return his attentions to Hajj when the Caliph announces he has found his true love.
The Wazir offers Hajj anything to use his magical powers to make the Caliph change
his mind about the unknown girl. Hajj seizes the opportunity and tells Marsinah to
flee to Damascus. Though she has told the Caliph she would wait, she takes her
father's advice and the Caliph returns to find her gone. The Caliph calls on the Wazir
to find his lost love. Hajj has hidden Marsinah in the Wazir's Harem where the Caliph
accidentally discovers her, and thinking she belongs to the Wazir returns to his
throne defeated and once more eligible to marry. Hajj steps in and drowns the Wazir
and unveils the truth about Marsinah to the Caliph.
The incredibly beautiful score includes The Sands of Time, RhymesHavel,
Baubles, Banglesand Beads, And This is My Beloved and Stranger in Paradise.
Appearing as Hajj, is no stranger to The Mark Two, Tom McKinney, last seen here
as the Phantom in Phantom. Tom has also appeared on The Tonight Show and
TheMerv GriSf n Show numerous times. Other theater roles include Curley in
Oklahoma, Harold Hill in The Music Man and as Don Quixote on our stage in Man
of La Mancha. Bringing a long list of professional stage and recording credits to the
role of the Wazir, is Walter Hook, who's credits include appearances on Broadway
with Tommy Tune and Twiggy in My Only and Only, and roles in the original
productions of Anya, Come Summer and How to Succeed in Business. As a
recording artist he has performed for CBS Masterworks, United Artists, CRI and
Decca Records. Colleen Ashton returns as the exotic Lalume, having most recently
been seen on our stage as Jacqueline in La Cage aux Folles and Raffeala in Grand
Hotel. She has appeared on Broadway in Dance a Little Closer and Little Johnny
Jones with Donny Osmond. Appearing as Marsinah, is Lindsay Dyett, making her
debut on our stage. She has an impressive 1 ist of credits including the National
Touring Company of CatsIVand as understudy to Sara Brightman in TheMusic of
Andrew Lloyd Webber. Randy Glass, currently working with Walt Disney productions returns to our stage as the Caliph. His theatrical credits include Joseph and the
Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat, A Day in Hollywood-A Night in the Ukraine,
Carousel and Merrily We Roll Along. Also appearing in the largest cast ever
assembled for a Mark Two production - 32 in all - are David Gerrard as Jawan,
Richard Gowan as Hassen-Ben, Jillian Johnson as one of the Princesses of Ababu,
Bob Perry as The Bangle Man, Carrie Babcock as Princess of Zubbediya and Ben
Taylor as the Chief of Policemen. Mark Howard will direct, assisted by Bob Perry
and Jillian Johnson. Patrick L. Nugent will serve as Musical Director. Settings are
by Bud Clark, with set construction by Scott Williams and Jesse Wilhelm. The Mark
Two is located in College Park at 3376 Edgewater. For reservations and information
call (407)843-6275. Out of town call 1(800)726-6275.
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Pulp rictlcn
Blasts Its Way
Into Theaters
BY R O N N I E Y E S K E L
Sandspur Contributor

An anthology film set in and around
today's L.A. and its attendant criminal
culture, PULP FICTION features three
intertwining "slice of life" narratives.
Quentin Tarantino introduces us to a pair
of thick-witted hit-men, adoublecrossing
prizefighter on the run, his absent-minded
French girlfriend, the hit-men hiring mob
boss, his exotic but drug-addicted wife,
and two young lovers contemplating a
career change, namely, whether to start
sticking-up restaurants instead of liquor
stores.
As the title implies, Quentin
Tarantino's PULP FICTION takes its
inspiration from the popular, and often
lurid, crime fiction of the thirties and
forties, most associated with cheaplyprinted, garishly-illustrated newsstand
publications like Black Mask. From the
yellowed pages of these low-rent pulps
came brassknuckle tales of world-weary
Pis plagued by two-bit hoods, corrupt
cops, blonde black widows and the existential void. Here, writers like Dashiell
Hammett, David Goodis, Cornell
Woolrich, James M. Cain, W.R. Burnett
and Raymond Chandler forged a new
kind of American literature: the hard
boiled noir tradition of the dark city,
which in turn triggered Holly wood's film
noir cycle of the forties and fifties. To
bring his unique underworld vision to
life, Tarantino has assembled a powerhouse all-star cast including John
Travolta, Bruce Willis. Samuel L. Jackson, Uma Thurman, Harvey Keitel, Tim
Roth, Amanda Plummer, Maria de
Mecleiros, Ving Rhames, Eric Stoltz,
Rosanna Arquette and Christopher
Walken.
In 1986, while working as a video
store clerk in Southern California, a
twentythree-year old Quentin Tarantino
was trying to get a script he had written
off the ground. After making several
unsuccessful attempts to get his featurelength script made, he sat down to write
a short film. His idea was to complete the
short film and hopefully some feedback
along with encouragement and do another. Even if it took some time, in the
end he could put the stories together to
make a feature film. He then came up
with an idea inspired by the Black Mask
crime magazines of the thirties and forties. He wrote a short story, and told a
friend, Roger Avary, to come up with the
second story. Soon after, Tarantino wrote
a third story about a failed jewel heist. It
fumed into "Reservoir Dogs," which became his much acclaimed directorial debut. His first script, 'True Romance,"
finally made it into production under the
direction of Tony Scott, and the two
short stories were put on the back burner.
After wrapping up Reservoir Dogs"
and "True Romance," Tarantino contemplated what to do next, and decided
to return to his original idea of three
stories. This time, he sat down to write,
intending to have a different director for
each story. But in the course of talking
with other directors, it occurred to him
that it might be more fun writing a script
and having the three stories all work
together in one movie. Tarantino was
attracted to the idea of using the same

characters to move in and out of different
stories. "I like the idea of working on a
large canvas. I like the idea of playing
with the rules that apply to novels and
applying them to cinema because I think
the translation can be very cinematic.
One thing that certain novelists do that I
really get a kick out of, like Larry
McMurtry or J.D. Malinger, is have characters float in and out of all of their
books." Novelists can bring characters
back from previous stories to appear for
a moment in something new-but that's
an option, as Tarantino explains, generally not open to filmmakers. "It's something that's kind of hard to do in movies,
because once you write a movie, you've
sold the rights to those characters. You
can't just say 'hey, can I have Mr. White
show up as a supporting character?"
PULP FICTION would give Tarantino
the opportunity to play with his characters, and have them move from story to
story. The main character of one story
would go on to be a supporting character
in the next. As Tarantino points out, "this
was the chance to do three movies for the
price of one." Tarantino explains, the
idea behind PULP FICTION was to take
the oldest situations in the book, the
one's you've seen a zillion times, the
boxer who's supposed to throw a fight
and doesn't, the mob guy who's supposed to take the boss's wife out for the
evening. The third story, "The Wolf is
basically the first five minutes of every
Joel Silver movie, two hit men come and
kill these guys and then they cut to Arnold
Schwarzenegger a hundred miles away
and eventually the two stories converge."
"What I want to do," he continues, For
instance, with the third story is hang out
with Vincent and Jules after they've finished their business and see what happens to them the rest of the morning."
Tarantino has a particular talent for
finding humor in otherwise dark situa-

tions. 1 always stop short of calling my
work comedy," he explains, "because as
funny as it is, there are things you're not
suppose to be laughing at. It takes the
seriousness away from it if you describe
it as comedy or black comedy, but when
I'm writing it, I'm hearing laughs, when
I'm directing it, I'm hearing laughs. I
edit it for the laughs. If I watch it with an
audience that doesn't laugh, I think they're
bored."
The attention to what happens around
the action appealed to many ofthe actors
who read Tarantino's script. Samuel
Jackson remembers, "When I read the
script, I couldn't believe it. I sat down to
read it and immediately, when I finished,
went back to the front to read it again to
make sure I'd read what I'd read, because
I had never read a script that good- and
I've read a lot of scripts." "It's an acting
script,'' Jackson continues.' 'Most screenplays involve maybe 15 to 20 minutes of
acting, real dialogue. PULP FICTION

has these huge chunks of dialogue that
move the script along. It's totally engrossing."
Adding to the attention to dialogue
was a complex narrative structure, and
an intricate weave of characters and stories. Tarantino explains his efforts were
to "orgnically interwine the seperate stories, so in the end you feel like you've
seen one movie, a movie about a community of characters." He explains, "I
just love these characters. I like the idea
that all these characters could be the star
of their own movie and as far as they're
concerned, when they come in, they are.
When Pumpkin and Honey Bunny come
on, it's their movie. When I was working
with Uma I told her, 'pretend you're in
the Mia movie. Pretend this whole movie
is about Mia and this is a sequence that
takes place in the Mia movie. Don't
worry about explaining everything because the rest of the movie has done
that."'
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JESUS
CHRIST
SUPERSTAR
COMES

TO

ORLANDO
BY R O B E R T
Sandspur

PlLLGRAM

For Ted Neeley and Carl Anderson,
being reunited on stage for a coast-tocoast tour of Jesus Christ Superstar is
something of a dream come true. But
Neeley, who starred in the title role ofthe
Norman Jewison/Universal 1973 motion picture opposite Anderson, emphatically states, "This is no reunion tour."
"When I was approached last year
about doing a tour of Superstar, my first
question was 'Why? We put this thing to
rest years ago,'" the native Texan continued. "I have my own new projects
developing now."
Ted explained, "When we first did
Jesus Christ Superstar on Broadway, in
Los Angeles, and then in the films it was
unique to its time. That production is
now considered something of a dinosaur." But he was in for a pleasant surprise.
The producers had something very
different in mind: a production using the
technology now available that is as innovative and current today as the original
production was two decades ago. Carl
Anderson picks up on his co-star's train
of thought. "We're talking about stateof-the-art set, lights, and sound. This
show is using a palette that nobody even
thought of twenty years ago."
,
Carl Anderson, who first played Judas
in a concert version of Jesus Christ Superstar that pre-dated the Broadway production, had a somewhat different reaction when he was asked to recreate his
role for this tour. "The only way I'll do
this is if Ted Neeley plays Jesus."
"I had just released my latest album,
'Fantasy Hotel' (on GRP)," said Anderson, "and I was waiting until the label
was ready for me to go out and do some
concerts to support the record. Well, I've
done Superstar four different times and
every time I come to the number where
Jesus and Judas have their confrontation, I'd look at some other actor and ask
myself, 'Where's Teddy?'
"So, when the producers came to see
me, I thought there was no way I was
going back out on the road without a darn
good reason. Well," Anderson grins,
"they gave me the right answer." Ted
Neeley nods his head in agreement. "Doing Jesus Christ Superstar with Carl
Anderson was the most artistically fulfilling work I've ever done," he says
with a knowing smile that speaks of both
satisfaction and longing. For truth be
told, it was really just a tease. Ted Neeley
and Carl Anderson performed Jesus
Christ Superstar on stage together only a
few times.
Carl had been Robert Stigwood's first
choice to play Judas. "We had a signed
deal," recalls Anderson. But the original
director was fired and new director Tom

O'Horgan felt that in the Broadway production, he needed his own people. "So,"
Carl says, "I lost out to Ben Vereen and
went back out on the road with the concert company."
Ted Neeley, on the other hand, knew
director Tom O'Horgan from their work
together on Hair. "O'Horgan felt I could
play Jesus. As things turned out, Tom
got his first choice on Judas instead.
Stigwood's candidate, Jeff Fenholt, got
the title role." In the tradeoff, Broadway
rejects Anderson and Neeley were promised the Los Angeles production leads.
The two, however, were part of the
Broadway company, with Ted playing a
number of roles. "I have a wide vocal
range, so 1 understudied a lot ofthe male
parts, including Jesus," he admits, "and
eventually I got to play the title role."
Carl returned to New York, replacing
Ben Vereen, who left the show with
throat problems."

As promised, both Carl and Ted played
their roles in the Los Angeles company,
and had the honor of opening the Universal Studios Amphitheater. But while in
rehearsal, they got a call from London.
"Norman Jewison, who directed the film,
told us both not to expect anything,"
recalls Anderson. "He had his mind made
up. He was going with Murray Head, one
of the guys who made the original London record, and Jeff Fenholt, from the
Broadway company. So, we took a couple
of days off from the rehearsals in LA,
and were given first class trips to London. All this, mind you, with the understanding that it was just a formality. We
were promised the screen by the producer, and Norman was just accommodating Mr. Stigwood."
Neeley interjects, "We went in to the
screen test totally relaxed, figuring we
didn't have anything to loose. But we
could tell something happened, because

Norman asked us to perform additional
scenes that hadn't been originally scheduled." Show business history has recorded it that Norman Jewison cast Ted
Neeley as Jesus and Carl Anderson to
play Judas in his film JESUS CHRIST
SUPERSTAR. They played Los Angeles' Amphitheater for less than two
weeks, then left the show to go to Israel
to make the movie.
"So, you add our tremendous respect
for the original Andrew Lloyd Webber/
Tim Rice wcrk, to a fabulously talented
cast, and then combine that with the
creative powers of this production team,
well, all we can say is - Here we go
again!" Tickets ($26.50-43.00) are on
sale now for eight performances only
(Nov. 1-6) at the Broadway Series Box
Office, the Orlando Arena and all
Ticketmaster Ticket Centers.
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VourRe^/Horoscope

THE
SANDSPUR

by Mickey Leupke
A.A.B.R-certifiedDodge Dealer

Aries: (Mar. 21-Apr. 19) Trust Scorpio: (Oct. 24-Nov. 21) The
planet has circled the sun once
the power of the stars? Trust the
again, and the new '94s are here
massive power under the hood
at close-out prices.
ofthe Dodge Viper, a new AmeriSagittarius:
(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
can muscle car.
Money matters have you conTaurus: (Apr. 20-May 20) The
fused until you step into Mickey's
sporty stylings of Dodge's utility
North Side Dodge Auto Sales to
vehicles are sure to add zest to
discuss low, low financing on a
your waning relationships.
new Dodge Daytona. Ask for
Gemini: (May 21-June 21) The
me, I'm Mickey Luepke.
stars will keep on shining on
your love life, and Dodge will Capricorn: (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
Relieve stress by test driving a
keep on making great cars.
new Dodge.
Cancer: (June 22-July 22) I preAquarius:
(Jan. 20-Feb. 18) Dedict that a trip to Mickey's North
cisions figure prominently in this
Side Dodge Auto Sales is the
cycle. The Dodge Stealth and
thing to keep you from feeling
the Dodge Shadow both have
the winter blues!
many good qualities.
Leo: (July 23-Aug. 22) The cePisces:
(Feb. 19-Mar. 20) There's
lestial curves of the Dodge Inno denying it. Dodge cars and
trepid will take you to couratrucks are high quality Amerigeous new limits.
can-made vehicles.
Virgo: (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) The
roomy comfort and affordability
of the Dodge Caravan are sure Mr. Leupke is filling in for Ruby
to ease family tension.
WynerAo while she astrally projects
into
the hearts of greedy land develLibra: (Sept. 23-Oct. 23) If you
don't believe the stars, believe opers , showing them the magic ofthe
Motor Trend named the Dodge world through the eyes of a child.
Ram "truck of the year."
©1994 Onion Features Syndicate
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Misunderstanding his dying father's advice, Arnie
spent several years protecting the family mules.

Tension mounts in the final heat of the
paper-rock-scissors event

VISCCRA

Crucial decisions along life's highway

By Jonathan Randal Gilmore
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Your Friendly
Neighborhood Wiretap
CHRISTOPHER

M.

SMITH

Sandspur Editor

Ever heard of SB 2375 or HR 4922?
Neither have most people. But these are the
names of a bills now being ram-roded through
Congress that just may change your life.
And if you have ever had a telephone conversation that you intended to remain private or if you are concerned about your civil
rights, these are two small numbers that you
should be aware of.
The FBI is presently involved in an initiative to change the design of equipment used
by all domestic communications carriers to
make them "wiretap ready". The FBI's
argument for this bill is that this would allow
them to more efficiently complete their orders from the court to conduct wire-taps.
This, according to the FBI and the supporters of this bill [Senator Joseph Biden (Demo-

people would agree that this new power is
one that the FBI can use effectively without
sacrificing our rights. But once the technology is in place, there is no guarantee that is
will be solely in the hands ofthe FBI or other
agencies that have an equal respect for the
law and individual liberty.
Not to sound like an alarmist, but I think
the "1984" aspect of these bills is obvious.
Congress is presently teetering on the edge
of making a dangerous precedent, a precedent stating that a federal entity not only
should be guaranteed the right to wiretap
when court ordered to do so, but that privately owned communications equipment
should be designed to facilitate 100% accurate eavesdropping.
The now cliche statement that we live in
the "information age" is true. And he who
controls the information controls this age,
and the one that follows. Right now our
Congress is deciding whether private citizens or the federal government controls the
information, and the lifeblood of our future.
So wouldn't you think that this was just
about to be opened up as a heated debate on
the floor of congress, pitting law enforcement advocates against civil liberties defenders in an ugly battle. Guess again.
Backers of the bill are now trying td round
out unanimous approval of the bill, so that
the bill will be passed without even the
normal floor debate. Does this sound like a
good idea to you?

crat, DE) and Senator Patrick Leahy (Democrat, VT)], will save help protect citizens by
being able to more easily capture incriminating telephone conversation (i.e.. drug
deals, mob hits, etc.) and will help to save
the taxpayers money on such operations.
So, the taxpayers save money, and they are
more safe. What a great idea.
First of all, the FBI has not made a compelling case, or a case at all, that would
mandate such an action. The FBI seems
unable to produce a single case in which
they have been ordered to make a wiretap
and been unable to due to technical difficulties. Thus, the need for wiretapping is
currently being filled by the resources the
FBI possesses right now.
The FBI case seems weak at best when it
comes to necessity. So the argument has
been advanced that this measure is necessary for the efficiency ofthe FBI, in effect as
a cost savings measure. Maybe what should
be examined is where the money is coming
from for the re-engineering and replacement old equipment. The financial burden
for this measure is being supported jointly
by government and the individual communications companies. So, to put it in more
accurate terms, citizens will be paying for
this measure both in their taxes and in their
telephone bills.
This bill places a technology in private
corporations, allowing the FBI to nearly
unlimited access to telephone communications (only restricted by the law and privacy
acts). Most people would agree that the FBI - Bob Graham - 1-202-224-3041
isn't a malicious organization, and many - Connie Mack - 1-202-224-5274

A Warranty That Works
PATRICK

J.

POWERS

Sandspur

My wife's car is a sacred vessel. Those
who touch it irreverently or speak of it
profanely are subject to a wrath comparable
to the one visited on those who defiled the
Ark of the Covenant. On rare occasions,
with permission in writing and a lengthy list
of admonitions, I am allowed to drive it. To
actually drive the perfect car!
Recently, such a rare and solemn event
occurred. With my wife as co-pilot we were
on our merry way to an appointment in Lake
Mary. When we finished and entered the
parking lot, most ofthe cars were gone. That
was not so surprising. What was surprising
was what happened when we got into the
car, the perfect car. It wouldn t start. The
battery was dead. I looked sheepishly at my
wife, with a quick prayer of thanksgiving
that she was there when it happened, be-

cause otherwise my reckless inattention
would be cited as the cause of death. This is
no problem she announced, because the
warranty is still good. She fished out the
paper work from the glove compartment.
The warranty was for 1 year or 20,000 miles,
whichever came first. The perfect car was
one year and two weeks old with 21,300
miles on it.
Look what you got us into was her response. I knew I better start praying. Stepping out ofthe car, I discovered that we were
in the middle of nowhere. There was one big
truck in the parking lot, and, however improbable, directly across the highway was a
sign that read - "Tires and Batteries." I am
not making this up.
Within seconds, a young man appeared by
the truck. I told him my plight and he willingly jumped the battery in our car. I crossed

the highway and pulled into the "Tires and
Batteries" place. The manager came out as if
he were expecting us. "I can replace your
battery in fifteen minutes," he told us. "I
know just what you need, because I drive the
same kind of car." He pointed to it. The
perfect car had a twin. I am not making this
up.
At last, the perfect car, like the phoenix of
mythology, was back to life and on the road
again, honking at its twin which remained
stationery and silent.
What restored the sacred vessel was not
the one year or 20,000 mile warranty. It was
another kind of warranty. A warranty that
simply states: The Lord is my Shepherd, I
shall not want.
If you are ever caught in a jam and all your
warranties have expired, you may want to
try the only one which is unconditional.

Improving t h e Election
Process: A letter f r o m
OUR President
Dear Student,
The purpose of this letter is to acknowledge SGA's evaluation ofthe electoral process. We arc aware that some aspects could
have been managed more
effectively.
Wc recognize that advertisement of the

application deadline could have been improved and the Elections and Training Chair
could have been given better support in her
efforts to hold the finest possible election.
These problems primarlily occurcd because of challenges with communication
and the task of implementing a brand new
Constitution. This process must improve.
There will be sufficient notification of the
Vice-Presidential and Presidential elections
and the Elections and Training Chair will be
given more support.

I hope the election process did not cause
any inconvenience to students. If there are
still any comments or concerns feel free to
contact the Elections and Training Chair at
cat. 2186.
On the positive side, we would like to
congratulate the 40 plus students that ran for
Senate. Unfortunately, only twenty could be
elected but I encourage the others to find
another way to get involved. SGA is committed to assisting you in that task.
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The editorial board of The Sandspw
tends an invitation to our readers to sub
letters and articles to The Sandspur.
In order for a letter to be considered!)
publication, it must include the name!
phone number of the author.
All letters and articles which are su&
ted must bear the handwritten signature]
the author.
All letters must be typed—heavy,
print is preferred. Letters and articles v
are submitted must be factual and accuR
Word-limit for letters to the Editors is!
The editors reserve the right to
spelling, punctuation and grammar as'
as any language which might be offensiv
a segment of our reading audience. U«
no circumstances will the form or conte
the author's ideas be altered.
Submit articles to The SandspuraK
pus Box 2742 or drop them by our off
the third floor of the Mills Memorial'
Telephone: (407) 646-2696; Facsimile: (
646-1535. The views expressed in.
Sandspur are not necessarily those of
editors.
Submissions must be received in'
Sandspuroffices by 5:00 p.m. on the P«
before publication. The Sandspur isf
lished twice during the summer and i
during the academic year on Wedne
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COME FRCM TME MURPERERS,
PAPISTS A- 1UUGQ IN TUE
MILITARY & POLIO:

OKAY SO WEtl.
PITT TWEM IM
CHARGE:..-

LAURELINE O R S E T T I
Sandspur Contributor

First of all we want everyone to know we
practice 100% safe sky diving; did everyone
have their condoms? (Ha, ha, ha; inside
joke). O.K.. here we go. Do you want to
know what distinguishes one Rollins Outdoor Club sky diving trip from another?
How about eighteen fearless freshmen jumping out of a plane from 13,500 feet above the
ground, and free falling for 63 seconds at
130 miles per hour. The spectacular view of
the sun glistening across the parachutes, and
big fluffy white clouds surrounding you in a
blue sky, are all definitely worth the money

Airgasm Continued on Page 14

Letters to the Editor .
>ni'$ article. Perhaps 1
and all that, but i could
out of such concoction
2 here to "liberate" me.
> trap me in your system
is no Truth nor Abso-

On September 14 at approximately 6:30 at
night 1 knocked on a females boor who at the
time I considered a close friend. The door
was slightly ajar and after knocking a total
of six times, I pushed the door open. I saw
one girl sleeping on the floor and the other
on the couch. The television was extremely
loud and the lights were off. Being a good
person, I walked in and shut the T.V. off and
put a blanket over the female who was
sleeping on the floor, lust at tins precise
moment, a girl at the end of the hall walked
in looking for a can opener. I told her to be
quiet because the roommates were sleeping.
Before leaving I patted the female on the
floor, on the back and whispered "sleep
tight" I left the room with the other girl and
we went our own way. The next morning I
received a phone call from the R.A. saying

found guilty I woi
trouble and it couk
the school's hands
Should a guy who 1
trouble get punishc
case y our wonderin
tome, nor do I have
all respect for all o
-Seth Caston

were
utof
idge.
rious
i? In
peak
5 lost

was
licv

Ding on.
•oom where a violation is occurring (note
at the policy may not even be in the "Code")
iu may be found guilty as well. So I
ggest, if you find yourself in a situation
lere something might be wrong, accordl to RHJC, it probably is. So get out and
ve yourself the hassle of being brought up
trumped up charges* like I was.

togs. I am

•

"lauwiurevam*

•°«&te to the existing situ
§*%! I a i s o want to

te

I will keep the names "*"*
~i ,^A
ever go. tl
:t anyone •involved.

-Because of the incriminating content of
ese letters, we have allowed the authors to
main anonymous, due to their requests.
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S O M E WISE W O R D S F R O M
T H E HEAD "OX"
STEPHEN

ARTHUR

W O N G

Sandspur Contributor

Hi, do you know me? I'm an Off Campus
Student (OCS, pronounced 'OX') and although I've been in such films as "Barney
Does Buffalo" and appear frequently on
CNN as the psychic consultant for the
Simpson Defense team, no one recognizes
me as a Rollins student. That is why I carry
my R-Card. It helps me enjoy fine dining at
Rose Skillman Hall. In the library, I can use
it in place of a lien on my first born to check
out those damn Bacchus reserves. Or, I can
just whip it out at public venues to let everyone know that I have arrived. It identifies me
as more than a well fed visitor who complains more than usual about parking.
Affectionately referred to as 'K-Lot Refugees', most of the 415 OCS have a tough
time becoming a part ofthe Rollins community. One reason is work load. Many,OCS
like to eat and sleep so they hold employment outside the college, some even have
work-study on campus as well. Add this to
a full class load, commuting every day, and
anyone can see the constraints on an OCS's
schedule. This is not to say that regular
students do not have as many demands, I
know of many of you whose day planners
resemble encyclopedias. I would mention
Mike Porco but I am hesitant to use an
adjective implying normalcy to that whirling dervish of leadership.(PLEASE CON-

TRIBUTE GENEROUSLY TO THE
'WHEATIES FOR PORCO FUND') The
main reason OCS do not get involved is
because they are unaware of campus activities. We do not have the vital campus link
that lets friends knock on our doors at 2 a.m.
to go on an IHOP run.(which might not be a
bad thing) Consequently OCS are the last
ones to know of anything that happens at
Rollins, except from Campus Safety of
course (I drive the Jaguar parked in the
President's spot). Without being plugged in
automatically to dorm life it becomes an
effort to socialize. And you all know how we
students strive to evade anything resembling work. This brings me to a greater
problem, Rollins school spirit, or lack thereof
to be specific. It is an issue that caused the
construction of a million dollar student center, in hopes that it would bring us all closer
together (isn't that what Down Under was
supposed to do?) Whether it will work
remains to be seen, however I believe that
communities make buildings, not vice versa.
So how do we raise our 'Tar Awareness'.
Simple, get off your butt and plunge into
every activity you can. We have great athletic programs, either try out or support
them. There is an excellent theater department (MUTTON CHOPS) and most auditions are open to all students. There are
many volunteer opportunities, Habitat for
Humanity is always looking for a few more

helpers. There is a plethora (good word) of
organizations: BSU(Heyyyy), AASA, ISO,
LASA(se habla espagnol), FCA, etc., join
one, start your own, or become a solitary
majority. I only mention congregations because in numbers lies the power to change
what is wrong. Sure it takes only one person
to create rebellion, but it takes many to
create revolution. If the Administration's
policies aren't kosher, carping might help
you release some frustration, but constructive action is the only way to eliminate it.
Basically if you are an Off Campus Student
or simply a regular student trying to survive,
follow the words of our PR Chair, Joanna "If
you call me Red one more time I'll rip your
eyes out". Boylan, answer everything you
get in your mail box, get in touch with every
organization you can and find out if you are
compatible. Make the effort, you pay enough
money to go here, get the whole experience.
Who am I? Just a regular student who got
together with three other gluttons for punishment to figure out how to run the Off
Campus Group (I don't use 'Organization'
because the word itself conveys something,
which presently we lack) I am just a guy who
likes to lay around in his Snoopy boxers
dreaming about making the world a better
place. However, after I finish dreaming, I
haul my Charlie Brown buttocks off the LAZ-BOY and try to fulfill my dreams. My
goal is simple: bring OCS and on campus

Monkey Business
Prevails a t Rollins
College
am
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students together. I want all you others
out there to come together; OCS
members (allegedly, I don't even 1CM
of them), that's one hell of ahousepai
you ever need participants in function
me Stephen "Straight Answer" Arthurwl
at 671-3208 I'm the Vice PresidentoJ
or drop me a line in my campus box!)]
want everyone to get involved, you(
have to go as far as designing the in
load-bearing cantilever system
PorcoBasel Memorial Parking GaragJ
maybe kick in a buck or do sometli
promote Rollins in the Winter Park com
nity. Maybe we could do a little i
make a little love, and get down tonignj
it's a beautiful day in the neighbor^
beautiful day today, could you be my, i
you be my, oh won't you t
neighbour.(don't worry, I am on M
medication) P.S.: Although my fellowfj
officers might share my views on unit)
would not express them quite soeloqu
Also, I am not sorry if I offended anyoiJ
you see a problem with what I say, pi
come talk to me, maybe I'm the onev
wrong. As long as no edged weapons
involved, I would be most glad to hear)
you. However, if I am eating a raisinb
(my raison d'etre) give me a few min
That's all I have to say for now, it'syoui
on the soap box.
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Rollins College has repeatedly denied student access to various expensive video
production equipment. Media Services, located on the bottom floor of the Mills building and managed by Mac MacDonald, has
been responsible for numerous acts of educational inhibition, uncooperative and sinister political handlings, and possibly even
the sabotage of student productions. Moreover, repeated attempts to negotiate a fair
and eqij&able settlement have not been taken
seriously by Mr. MacDonald, and the time
has coriSe for the students and faculty of
Roliin|i£ollege to exercise our rights to
equipifpit *hat is essential ly ours.
conu |||tccess to an expensive video editing $; |||pi valued at nearly $20,000. Yet
this c ||bment remains locked in a cage
inside f||. MacDonakfs office, and is not
used veven \% of it's possible potential.
Even .uch trivial items such as videocables
and pushcarts are essentially unavailable to
students.? and tacuity because of Mx,
Mac Donald's paranoid and irrational policies.
Video Projects (who produced and directs the wacky Orientatioc video) will
haw -n spend up to $10,000 of Student
Gove; oment money just to remain competitive in today's quickly evolving student
television industry. Yet nearly all of this
mone.\ could be saved orput to better use if
Meuu! Services would simply do what we
have been taught since early childhood:

udeuts
s*s:*ps*¥

rtunity
m

THIS M«»fctU W « I L »

style

m x icuw services oecause ol the uncomfortable nature of Mr. MacDonald. Even
our top student leaders are afraid to confront
uie growmg problem because they know
very well what kind of nuisance they are
dealing with.
A bill will be put forth to the Student
. Allow students and faculty full and
unequivocable access to ail Media Service
l. Stop unnecessary meddling in student
mo tacuity productions and equipment
purchases.
^Initiate a sweeping in vestigation into Mr.
MacDonald's policies and procedures,
Please supportour policy of confrontation and our bill designed to bring our

by TOM TOMORROWJ

MILITARY LEADERS ARE. BY THEIR NATURE,5»*
WHAT LESS THAN PROGRESSIVE-A FACT
WHICH HAS BEEN MADE PAINFULLY CLEAR0'
LATE...
IF
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HOMOSEXUALS

IN

THE. MILITARY,
T M E Y L L GIVE
EVERYBODY AIDS.'
I T W O N ' T 6E
SAFE To TAKE A
SHOWER.'

POLLS SHOW AMERICANS To BE. EVENLY DIVIDED
M M f ^ l l S S u E - " ° w ^ £ R . IT »S THE
SMAUftiK£5?.rAND
"AT£FUIWHO ARE BEING ExHORTED j b J A A K £ TMEIft VOICES HEARDTHIS IS THE FIRST S T E P
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KEEP
DIALING,
HARRY '
KEEP
DIALING.

SINCE MORE ToLERAHT
CITIZENS RECEIVE j
NO SUCH EXHORTATIONS WASHINGTON IS
FLOODED BY OVERWHELMINGLY
NE6ATIVk
R E S P O N 5 E 5 . . . G I V I N G COWARDLY CONGRESS
PEOPLE AN EXCUSE TO SIDESTEP
THE_iS£Uj:
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MARK YOUR CALENDAR

Your daily reminder nf what is where and when at Rollins
lhj»A*y. 1Ztf
Campus Crusade for Christ/ French House at 7
P.M.

Fall Break Begins at 5 p.m. and lasts
through Tuesday

ACE MOVIE/ Down Under at 8 p.m.

$*t*J*y 1SU
Men's Soccer vs. Florida Tech/
Sandspur Field at 7 P.M.

Si**w6u, 1iU
Weekly Worship/ Knowles Memorial Chapel at 11 AM

Fall Break

ACE Movie/ Down Under at 8
P.M.

li*JLAy 12tf

U/*U*6u, 1*«f
Midterms Begin

Fall Break

Men's Soccer vs. Flagler/ Sandspur Field at 7PM

Women's Soccer vs. Palm Beach Atlantic/
Sanspur Field at 7 P.M.

l&wvJUy 20**
Campus Crusade for Christ/
French House at 7 P.M.
Women's Soccer vs. Flagler/
Sandspur Field at 7 P.M.

22+J.

JSL Meeting/ French House at 3:30
P.M.

C.L. Varner Memorial Tennis
Tournament

Opening Night of The Mystery of
Edwin Drood / 8 P.M.

Women's Soccer vs. Valencia
Community College/ Sandspur
Field at 7 P.M.

\4**JUy 2kU

Auditions for "Our Town" begin
Weekly Worship/ Knowles Memorial Chapel at
11 A.M.

ACE Movie/ Down Under at 8 P.M.
Pinehurst Meeting/ Pinehurst at 10 P.M.

ROC Meeting/ Lyman Hall at
8:01 P.M.

$*ZWI4AU

rt*AAy 2 lit

5t*K**y 2>v*

TlUtsUy 2Zt&

Pianist, Radislav Kvapil/ Rodgers Room at 7:30
P.M.

Christian Fellowship Meeting/ Sullivan House
7:30 P.M.
R-FLAG Meeting/ Casa Iberia at 7 P.M.
Volleyball vs. Florida Tech/ Field House at 7:30
P.M.

v\l*Mu44+y 26
Volleyball vs. North Florida/ Field
House at 7:30 P.M.

T&wJU? 21U
Campus Crusade for Christ /
French House at 7 P.M.
Ace Movie/ Down Under at 8
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Sports Spotlight:
Keith Buckley

MENS
DRUMS
USC-AIKEN
Behind sophomore forward John
Smith's hat trick, the Rollins Tars
thumped USC-Aiken Saturday 6-2 at
Sandspur Field. Smith had two first half
goals and added another in the second
45 minutes. Other Rollins goals were by
Tim Waisanen, Tim Kehrig and Tony
Lawlor. Rollins is now 9-1 and off to its
best start since 1977 when the Tars were
11-3-1. Tars are also ranked #10 in
NCAA Division II. This week marks the
measuring stick for the rest of the year.
In order to reach the post-season, the
Tars must beat FIT and Tampa, and they
host #1 ranked FIT Saturday night! A
Big Game!

When Keith Buckley left his native England to attend Rollins in 1984, it was with
the intention of staying just one year to
sample life at an American college. Little
did he know that not only
would he graduate from the
school four years later, but
would eventually return to
coach the TARS soccer team.
"I planned to eventually
attend the University of England," said Buckley, who
grew up in London. "But I
wanted to travel a bit first. I
didn't even know where
Rollins was located. One of
my former coaches had spent
a year coaching here. A soccer scholarship at Rollins became available at the last
minute so things just worked
out."
Buckley found life at
Rollins a wonderful experience. "I was impressed with
the quality of life and the
friendliness of the people,"
he said. When not in the classroom, most of his time was
..spent on Sandspur Field, playing soccer for former coach
Hugh Beasley. However,
Buckley also managed time
for the International Student
Organization and a few trips
with fellow students to explore life beyond Central Florida.
After receiving his bachelor's degree in
international studies from Rollins in 1988,
Buckley moved to New York where he
played professional soccer for the Albany
Capitals. A year later, he returned to Orlando and coached junior varsity soccer at
Lyman High School while playing soccer
for the Orlando Lions. In 1990, Buckley
accepted a job as assistant soccer coach at
Rollins. The following year, he succeeded
David Fall in the head coach position.
Last summer, Buckley realized a dream
come true when he was chosen to serve as
venue competition manager for the World
Cup games held in Orlando. Supervising
more than 100 volunteers, he was responsible for operating the four Central Florida
training sites as well as supervising all
ground activities during the actual games.
"The planning really began last February, but by mid-May things really took off,"
he said. "Our days usually began at seven in
the morning and ended about 11 p.m. It's
the hardest I have every worked in my life.
But to be involved so close in something
that has always seemed so far away for me
personally was a big thrill."
Serving as liaison to the international
teams that played in Orlando - Ireland,
Netherlands, Belgium, Morroco, and
Mexico - was one of Buckley's primary

responsibilities. Despite a few problems such
as uncooperative summer storms, the games
went off without a hitch - something Buckley
attributes to good planning and a capable

staff of volunteers. "(Athletic Director) Phil
Roach was very generous in allowing me to
participate in this event," Buckley said. "The
Games also provided an opportunity to get
other Rollins people involved as volunteers."
"Keith had so many things thrown at him
at once; he handled it all very capably and
diplomatically," said Sandi Jones '66, a
marketing consultant who worked as a volunteer for the games. "He had to deal with a
lot of international sports figures, star athletes and coaches as well as the presidents
and vice presidents of football (soccer) federations of other countries. He handled all
their needs and demands in a very calm and
tactful manner."
In addition to exposing Rollins to thousands of visitors from around the world, the
games provided other benefits to the College. The organization donated the World
Cup soccer goals to Rollins as well as
"bundles of World Cup memorabilia."
As for his future, Buckley would like to
remain at Rollins to teach and coach soccer.
He is scheduled to receive his MBA degree
from Rollins' Crummer Graduate School of
Business in December, a project he began
part-time in spring 1992. Eventually, he
says he would like to earn his doctorate
degree comparing the profession of coaching with that of business management.
"Coaching is the ultimate management,"

he said. "Getting your team ready, youha\ei
to use all the skills required of a good maj
ager. Whether it's motivation, communicJ
tion, dealing effectively with your boss
being able to hire and fire peoplJ
or manage your budget. Unli \
when I was a player and all yc
had to do was react, as coacl
you 're constantly in a position^
having to make decisions
solve problems."
Buckley is pleased \
the improvement of Rollins'socj
cer team during the last fiveyeai
Last season, the team finishet
17th nationally. An ultimatego
he says, is to finish amongtheta
dozen teams so they can partial
pate in the NCAA championsli:;
playoffs, a feat they have
repeated since 1982. Buckle) i
also pleased with the successt
the youth soccer program w
is held each summer. Last,
360 youth participated in theprogram, up from a total of 65;
in 1991.
"I hope to stay at Rollins
for a long time," Buckley conl
eluded. "I'm just very comfort)
able in this atmosphere. I
the people. It just seems to bej
good fit, I guess."
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